
MATHEMATISCHES FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT üBERWQLFACH

Tag u n g.s b e r ich t 37./1988

Gruppentheorie (auflösbare Gruppen)

21 . 8 . bis 27. 8. 1 988

• Die Tagung fand unter der Leitung der Herren T.O.Hawkes (Coventry) .

und O.H.Kegel (Frei~urg) statt. Es wurden 32 Vorträge gehalten, wobei

~ie Themenlis~e .recht breit gefächert war. Schwerpunkte bildeten die

Darstellungstheorie und die Theorie der Fittingklassen und Injektoren

in endlichen, auflösbaren Gruppen. Ebenso wurden verbandstheoretische

.~h~rakterisieru~gen ~uflösbar~r Gruppen sowie Bedingungen ~n die Sub-
, ..

normalteiler vorgestel~t. Aber es gab a~ch Vorträge tiber unendliche

(~uflösb~~e ~nd nic~t-auflös~are~ Gruppen. Großes Interesse fand die

von Herrn P.Schmid vorgenommene Analyse des Beweises des wohlbekann

ten Satzes von ~afarevi~, der gegenwärtig unvollständig zu sein

scheint. Leider war es den eingeladenen Kollegen aus der Sowjetunion

wiederum nich t möglich, an der Tagung t€?il,zunehmen.

Vortragsauszüge

Z.'Arad:

An application of Ramsey theory to partitions of groups

We prove aversion of Schurrs theorem on 2-colouring~ of ~ for arbi

trary groups (joint work ~i~h G~Ehrlich, J.Lennox and O.H.Kegel).

• Theorem. F'or any n-colouring of a group G there exists a monochrome

solution to the equation xy = z, where x,y,z are distinct elements

f 1, if one of the following holds: (a) G is infini te; (b) Gis

finite of or~er > R(2,8, (n2 +n)/2) + 1; (c) n=2 and IGI > 7, but G

not elementary-abelian of order 9; (d) n=3, and IGI = 17 or > 18;

(e) n=4, and G cycllc of order 46,47 or > 48.

The numbers R(a,b,c) appearing here are Ramsey numbers and turn out

to be extremely large - in fact they have not been computed yet. The

bounds on group order appearing in (b),(c), (d) are smaller if we da

not require x,y,z to be distinct. Indeed,' if f(t) denotes· the lar

gest n such that {1, .. ,n} can be t-coloured without a monochrome

solution to x + Y = z, then f(1) = 1, f(2) = 4, f(3) = 13, f(4) = 44.

The evaluation of f(S) appears to be a difficult combinatorial
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pro blem. If f* (t) i s defined in the same way as f (t) except tha t we'

insist tha t there is no monochrome solution. to x + Y == z for distinct

x,y,z, then f* (1) == 2, f* (2) == 8, f* (3) == 23 and f* (4) == 66.

J.C.Beidleman:

Lockett classes of S1-groups

Let §1 be the class o~ all groups with a finite normal series in

which the factors are abelian groups of finite rank whose torsion

subgroups are ~ernikov groups. Trying to extend the well-known th~

rem of Fischer-Gaschütz-Hartley about injectors of Fitting classeJllt

finite soluble groups we can show the existence and conjugacy of in

jectors of Fitting classes in §1-groups in certairi cases, but there

do also exist counterexamples. Moreover, we can generalize Lockett's

*-c~nstruction to Fitting classes of §,-groups. Same of h~s results

carry over to §,-groups, and some informations about. Lockett classes

of §1-groups can be obtained. (joint work with M.J.Karbe and M.J.Tom

kinson).

R.Brandl:

CLT-groups and character degrees

A p-CLT group in the sense of J.F.Humphreys and D.L.Johnson is a

finite group G such that for every.divisor pa of . IGI there exists a

subgroup cf index pa in G. 'Natural ~xamples are permutation groups of

degree p. Theorem. Let G be a p-CLT group and assume 0 I (G) = 1.
P

Then the wreath product P wr G is a p-CLT group for every p-group P.

For the proof, some results concerning the distribution of the irre

ducible character degrees of Gare established. (joint work with P~I

Linnell). .'

B.Brewster:

Monomial groups and related classes

It is an open problem to fipd a group theoretic characterization of

the class of monomial groups. One can ask wha~ abstract properties

such a class needs to have, and whether some closely related class

can be so characterized. Many such results exist in the literature

and various collections of notes. Some new twists have been studied

by me and my doctoral student G.Yeh.
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R• ~1. Br yant :

Automorphisms of free metabelian groups

Theorem 1. If E is a free group of infini te rank and V(E) is a ver

bal subgroup of E such that E/V(E) is nilpotent, then every auto

morphism of E/V(E) is induced by an automorphism of E. (joint work

with O.Macedonska). Theorem 2. If E is a free group of infinite

rank then every automorphism of the free. metabelian group EIE" is

induced by an automorphism of E. (joint work with J.R.J~Grove·s).

C.Cas010:

Groups with restrictions on subnormal subg~oups

We 'consider classes of soluble groups satisfying the following condi-

tions: every subnormal subgr~up of G has a fi~ite (boundedly

finite) nurnber of conjugates in G; 'every subnormal subgroup of G

has finite (b?undedly finit~) index in its normal closure.

Some structural properties of these groups are given. The main. resul t

is: If in the' soluble group G ev~ry subnormal su~gro'up !las. at most n

conj uga tes, then the Wieland t subgroup of G (tha t is, :th.~ -in tersec

tion of the normalizers of all subnormal subgroups of G) has finite

bounded index.

J.Cossey:

The Wielandt subgroup of soluble groups

The Wielandt subgr~up of a group iso the intersection of the tiormali

sers of all subnormal su~groups. There are three basi9 questions

about the Wielandt subgroup of a gro~p: its stru~ture, ho~ it is em

bedded in the group, and its influence on "the structure of the group.

I did discuss each of these que stions br~efly- f.or polycyclic .groups.

A.Espuelas:

An e~tension of a conjecture of J~G.Thompson

The following conjecture was made by the speaker at Oberwolfach in

May 1987, extending an old conjecture of J.G.Thompson: Let Abe a

group of order pD acting fixed-point-freely on every A-invariant pf_

section of the p-solvable group G. Then Ip (G) ~ n+1 . rhe bound is

best possible. Definition. Let A,be a finite group aeting on the

finite group G. Then G is said to "be of p~splitting type w.r.t. A,
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if the following holds: (a) G = P1· .Pn where Pi +1 is AP1 .• Pi-inva';

riant for i = 0, •. , n-1. (b) Pi is ei ther a p-group or a p' -group

and (IPil,IPi+11) == 1 for ~=1, .. ,n-1. ~(c) Pi acts_ faithfully on

P i +1 for i==1, .. ,n-1. (d) AP1 .. Pi normalizes a Hall system of
nPi+1 for i = 0, •• ,n-1. Theorem. Let A be a group of order p ac-

ting f.p.f. on every A~invariant p'-section of the p-solvable group

G. Assume that G is of p-splitting type w.r.t. A, .and p~5. Ir 211GI
and p is a Mersenne prime suppose, in addi tion, tha t A is C 'V C -

P P
fr e e • Th e n 1 ( G) < n +1 •

P =

R.Gow:

Characters cf soluble groups induced by characters of degree 2

Let G be soluble, let S be a Sylow 2-subgroup of G and let T <1 S wi th

S/T dihedral, semi-dihedral or generalized quaternion. Let 8 be an

irreducible fai thfu1 char-acter of 8fT (wi th e(1) = 2 ). Assume that

SfT is not dihedral of order 8, generalized quaternion of order 8 or

16, semi-dihedral of order 16. Then eG .contains a uniquely described

character X with (SG,X) = 1 and (XM,1 M) = 2, where M is a Sylow 2

complement cf G. We have X(1) = 2m, m odd, and X is monomial.

P.Hauck:

Inj.ectcr-1ike subgroups in finite soluble groups

A Fitting functor f assign·s tö each finite soluble group G a non-empty

set f(G) of subgroups such that f(G) = {Cl(X) I Xe.f(G)} for any -ise

morphism a:G --+ G, and f(N) = {X"N I Xe.f(G)} for all N-~ G. The

most prominent examples cf conjugate Fitting functors are provided by

injectors for Fitting classes. In this talk we report on same of ~

main results about Fitting functors f having the property that, f~

any group G, all members of f(G)_ satisfy the Frattini argument or,

at least, have the cover-avoidance property w.r. t. any_ chief series

cf G. We finally discuss Fitting functors with certain additional

"closure"-properties with particular emphasis on Fischer functors.

H.Heineken:

Hypernormalizing groups

A group is called hypernormalizing, if the normalizer of a subnormal

subgroup is always itself subnormal.• A.Camina considered this class
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of finite groups first in 1967. He showed that soluble such group~

have p-length one for each prime p and that there are groups of nil

potent length th~ee. Further analysis now shows: Soluble finite

hypernormalizing groups are contained in the· class ~~~ n ~~2~,1"\ ~~~~ 1'\

A~~ß~ ~here·~ denotes the class of nilpotent, ~2 of nilpotent class

two, ~ of nilpotent of squarefree e~ponent, ~ of abelian groups.

M.Herzog:

·Class lengths in finite groupse Let Con(G) be the set of all conjugacy .classes of a finite group G.

Our purpose is 'to study the following question: How do arithmetic

res tri c t ion s 0 n {f cf; C€ Con ( G) } in f 1 u en c e the 8t ru c t ure 0 f G? Th e

restrictions we impose are a~alogou8 to the ones used in the recent

studies of the character degrees of G. Some of the results are:

(.1 ) I f f c f ,i s a pr i I? e .l? 0 we r f 0 r e ver y C e C. 0 n (G) , t h en th e r e ar e

two primes p',q such that G =p.Q (G) x A, where P € Syl (G) and'A is
q p

a Hall {p,q} '-s~bgroup. In particular, Gis. solvable. (2) If lei is

squarefree.fo~ every C ~Con(G), then G 1s supersolyable with de

r~ved length ~ 3. Also, !Fit(G)' I is, squa~efree, and G/Fit(G) is

cyclic of 'squarefree order. (3) In general, the .derived length and

nilpotency length of a ~inite .solvable group G 18 bounded in terms of

the highest exponent of a prime power occuring in {I cf; C 6 Con (G)}.

Explicit ~ound~ are given. We also consider arithmetic conditions

on the set {f GIIx (1) ; X i8 an irreducible character of G} and' on

the character degrees in the. principal p-block of G. (j oint work wi th

D.Chillag).

e B.Huppert:

A characterization of SL 2 S5) and GL2~3) by th~ degrees of their
representations

Seien 1,2, .• ,k die.Grade der irreduaiblen Darstßllungen von G (be

liebige Vielfachhei ten). Dann gil t: (a) k ~ 6 und k +5.

(b) Ist k = 5, soG = 8L (2 , 5) • Z (G.) • ( c ) Ist k = 4, so· GIN ~ S4•

Ist M <J G und A <3 G mi t fM/N I := 4, fGI Af .= 2, so gil t· N ~ Z (A) ,

fM' I = 2 und NIM' ~ Z (G/M ' ) •
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M.-J.lranzo:

The p*p-injeetors of a finite group

H.Bender in "On the normal p-strueture of a finite group and related

topies". Hokkaido Math. J. 7 (1978). 271-288 gave the following

Definition. Given a fixed prime p. a group G is a p*p-group if G=

= N· CG(Np ) for every N ~ G. where Np denotes a Sylow p-subgroup of N

and Ca(Np ) is the largest normal subgroup of Na(Np) nilpotent on

N. It is our aim to give a description ef the p*p-injeetors ef a
p

finite group G. These injectors are the subgroups of the conjugacy 4It
class 0 *(G)·T where T describes the set of all Syl~w p-subgroups

p .
of Cö (G)p(L) where P describes the set of such subgroups of G and

p* L those of 0p*(G).

L.-C.Kappe:

Graphs assoeiated with commutater words and a problem af Erd~s and

Neumann

We censider various generalizations arls1ng from charaeterizatiens of

central-by-finite groups. Starting fram Baer's charaeterization cf

central-by-finite groups as those groups which are a finite union of

abelian subgroups we optain Theorem 1. Let G be a group and L(G)

the characteristie subgroup of right 2-Engel elem~nts. Then G is the

finite union ef 2-Engel subgroups iff G/L(G) is finite.

Obvio~sly, G/Z2 (G) finite.implies that G is the finite union of

class 2 subgroups. However, the eonverse is not true.

Let the elements of a group G be the vertices of a graph fk(G), k a

nonnegative integer, defined as follows: Join a and b in fk(G) by an

edge if [a,b] t Zk(G). The following theorem generalizes Chara~ter~

zations cf central-by-finite groups due to B.H.Neumann (k=O).

Theorem 2. Every complete subgraph of r k (G) .is f~nite irf .'~/Zk+1 (G)

is finite. Various other generalizations are explored arising tram

other eharacterizations of central-by-finite groups.

P.H.Kropholler:

The Goldie rank problem for group rings of soluble groups

Using a K-theoretic result of J.Moody, it is easy to establish the

zero divisor conjecture for group rings of soluble groups. With only'

a little more work one can salve a form of the Goldie rank problem
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and show that, for G soluble and k a field, kG is a prime Goldie ring

if and only if ~+(G) = 1 and {I F I ; F a fini te su bgroup of G} i s

bounded. When these eonditions hold kG has Goldie rank =
= l.e.m.{ IFI ; F a finite subgroup of G}. (joint work with P.Linnell

and J. Moody) .

H.Laue:

Neatly embedded direet deeompositions of normal subgroups

Let H ~ G such tha t both ehain eondi t,ions on G-invariant subgroups of

H hold. Given a G-direct decomposi~ion ~ of H into G-indecomposable

factors, let ~*' be the set of all Me,2J which have a normally inter

secting complement S in G (i.e., SI'\H ~ G). 1) is called neatly embed

ded in 'G if even Rad ~ = ~{M I, M€~*} has such a complement. Then

Rad ~ is maximal among all G-invariant subgroups of H with normally

in tersecting complemen t. Theorem. (Generalized Krull-:"Sehmi'd t th.)

Let 1:), ~ be n. e., S a normally interseeting complement of Rad j)

in .G. Then there exists a e.CAut(G)("G/Z(H),S) such that z,*(l = ~*.

In partieular, Rad'2) and Rad E are .G-isomorphic and have the same

normally interseeting complements .in" G.'

We describe in general CAtit(o) (G/A) where A is normal ~nd abelian,

and we study the action cf a nilpotent normal subgroup N of

CAut (G) (G/Z (H»· on the set of sets .n*. \-Je thus prove a refin~ß:1ent

of the above transitivity theorem •.. This enables us to derive a rather

general theorem on ~he invariance cf certain complemented G-invariant

subgroups of· H under the action of a fini te ".op~rator group. A typical

special ease is Corollary. Let G be fini te, H at>eli~n, W~ X ~

~ NAut (G) (H) , ( IX/W I, IHI) = 1 • Then a.mong all ",maximal W-invari.ant

normal subgroups of Gwhich are eontained in Hand have a W-invariant

complement in G there iso one whiqh is X-invariant and has an X-inva

riant'complement in G. (The results were p~esented,in:a more gerieral

form, considering Q-subgroups where n is a certain set of.endomor

phisms.)

F.Leinen:

Countable closed LFC~groups with p-torsion

Let LFC be the class of all loca~l~ F~-groups. F.Haug has studied the

existentially closed (e.c.) LFC-groups extensively. Some of his re-
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sults are as folIows: (1) Let G be a countable e.c. LFC-group. Then

G' = T(G) (torsion subgroup), and G splits over T(G). Moreover, T(G)

is P.Hall' s countable universal locally finite group ULF., and G/T(G)

is divisible. (2) For every p ~ w there exists precisely one coun

table e.c. LFC~group G with r (G IT(G »:::; p.
pop P

With different methods we are able to illuminate the situation in the

class LFC· of all LFC-groups whose torsion subgroup is a p-group.

There exi~t 2~ countable e.c. LFC -groups H. All these graups are
p

even closed in LFC . (I n particular, r (H/ T (H) ) = w.) Furthermore ,
p 0 A

(1) holds correspondingly with a locally finite p-group T in place~
p

of ULF, where T has similar properties as the countable e.c. locally
p

finite p-group E_. And every H acts via conjugation on its torsion
}I x' +

chief factors as K acts regularlyon K , where K denotes the alge-

braie closure of GF(p).

O.Manz:

Special module actions of solvable groups

In the talk, the following theorem was discussed.

Theorem. (T.Wolf, D.M.) Let G be a finite solvable group, q a prime
I

and G=oq (G) f 1. Suppose that G acts faithfully and irreducibly on

a finite vector space V such that Q1IG:CG(v)1 for all vf.V. .

(a) If V
N

is homogeneous for all N char G, then oq (G) is ei ther

cyclic, quaternion of order 8 or extra-special of order 27 arid expo

nent 3. (In the second and third case, . q = 3 resp. 2.)·

(b) If C <J G is maximal such that VC = V1 G) ••• (B Vn i8 non-homogene

ous -wi th homogeneous components Vi' then ei ther G/C is dihedral of

order 6 or 10 (where q=2), or 'G/C is the affine semilinear group •

over GF(8) (where q=3). Moreover, C/CC(V i ) acts transitivelyon

V~; in particular, C is metabelian (up to some exceptions).
1

As a consequence, we o'btain a modular analogue of (to I s Theorem on

character degrees.

p.p.palfy:

Bounds for'permutation graups of odd order

T.R.Wolf and I published the following result independently in 1982.

I f G ~ Sn isa solva bl e pr i mit ive per mutat ion g r 0 U P t he n IG i ~

< 24 -1/3n 1 +c, where 1 +c = 1 + 10g(4S· 24 1/3 )/log 9 = 3.24 .•.
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This, in fact, is equivalent to the bound IGI ~ 24- 1/ 3 tVI C for any

solvable irreducible linear group G ~ GL(V), where V is a finite

vector spaee. For irredueible linear groups ,of odd order we get

IGI ~ 3- 1/ 2 IVl c ' with er = 1 + log«21/3/8)1/3)/log 2 = 1.72... ,'

which improves the bound found by Wolf. For primitive permutation
-1/2 1 +e H

groups G ~ S cf odd order the bound IGI :5 3 n holds wi th

He" = 2 +ol-Og( (131319) 1/3) Ilog 3 = 2.27... .- For arbitrary permuta

tion groups G~Sn of odd order the exponential bound ·olGI ~3(n-1)/2
follows quite easily.

J.Pense:

Guter Fitting pairs

A Fitting class is known as a nonempty elass of finitegroups which

is closed under isomorphie eopies, normal subgroups and normal pro

duets; similarly, a Fitting set is a nonempty set of finite subgroups

of a fixed group which is elosed under conjugates, normal subgroups

and normal products. I define an outer Fitting pair (d,A) to be a

family of homomorphisms dG:G ~ A (where ~ runs over all finite

groups and A is one fixed group) s.t. for every normal embedding

v:N ---+ G there iso ~n inner automorppis~ CX v cf A s. t. dGv = cxvd N •

Theorem says that the preimage cf a Fitting set under an outer

Fitting pair is a Fitting ·~lass. Take a fin~te simple group J and let

AJ = lim (Aut(J n ». (AJ is the stable line~r group GL(p) if' J = Z .)
n " . . p

For each finite gr~up G select a chief series Hand let D~ be the

direet product cf the J-chief factors from H. From the obvious action

of G on D~ we get a homomorphism d~: G -+ AJ . Theorem 2 states that

(dJ,AJ ) is an outer Fitting pair. If ~ is a Fitting class, the

Fi tting class (dJ ) -1 ({ G ~ AJ I G € ~) ) is a generalization of the 10

eally defined Fi tting formations. If N ~ GL(p) J then

(d
Z
p)-1 ({G ~ N I G· finite}) is a Fitting class originally introdueed

by Blessenohl and Gasehütz (1970). Theorem 3 says that a Fitting set

cf q-groups (q a prime f p) in GL(p) essentially consists cf all q

subgroups cf GL(p). Theorem 4 computes Fi tting sets of. GL (p) gene

rated by "transitive" subgroups cf GL(n,p); from this one gets a

unification and clarification of the Fitting class eonstructions cf

Dark (1972) and MeCann (1987).
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F.perez Manasor:

Existence and conjugacy of F-injectors in finite groups

Let X, ~ be Fi tting classes, Xs: §. Let Q1'·. ,Qr be the components

of G=G/G
X

and M/GX=Q1oooQro Wedenote L(G)=M(oo) andEi=Q1oo)

The subgroups Ei are called the X-components of G and L (G) == E1 · · Er •

The XF-injectors I i cf Ei are its X~-maximal subgroups. Set I ==

= 1 1 .• I r , then we have that the X~-injectors of NG(I) are X~-injec

tors of G. (Note that in general I is not an.~~-injeetor of L(G).)

As a consequence we obtain Theorem. Assume that ehar ~ == TI'. Thea

if all ~-constrained groups have ~-injeetors, all greups have [-in~

jectors. With respeet to the eonjugaey of ~-injectors, when

ehar ~ = sup ~ we have Theorem. (a) If a. group G· has a unique" con

jugacy class of ~-injeetors, then G is ~-eonstrained. (b) If all

finite groups"have a unique conjugacy class of ~-injeetors, then

ei ther ~ = {1} or ~ == §p or ~ * ~ [.

R.E.Phillips:

Groups of finitary transformations

A group G of linear transformations on a TIC-space V is finitary··· if

f or e ach· g e. G, [V , gJ == {v ( g -1) r g € G} ha s f in i tedi me n s i on . Con s i d e 

rable progress on the structure of such groups ha~ been made a~d se

veral interesting questions remain. In particular, ~f char(]() == 0 ,

the strueture of G is known and if ]( is finite, ~he strueture is

nearly known. Finitary groups over infinite fields of prime eharacte

ristic are currently being studied.

G.R.Robinson:

Integral per~utation modules

We use the pose~ of non-trivial. solvable subgroups of a finite group

G to prove: Theorem. Let G be a finite insoluble group, m,n be

distinct non-negative integers. Then there are finite G-sets n
1

,Q2

with In~1 = m. Ir/gi = n •. :;;uc.h that .7l(p)r/1;; 7l(p)r/2 for all primes

p~2Z.

P.Rowley:

~3~6)-amalgams

An (S3,S6)-amalgam in a group G is a pair of finite subgroups P1,P2
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of Gwhich satisfy: (i) .G"= <P1 ,P2>' coreG P1"P 2 = 1;

(ii) P1/ 0 2(P 1 ) ~ 8 3 and P2 /02 (P 2 ) ~ 8 6 ; (iii) P1"P 2 € Sy12 Pi

for i=1,2;" (iv) Cp~02(Pi» ~ 02(Pi) for i=1,2.
1

By reinterpreting (S3,S6)-amalgams in terms of a certain group acting

upon an infinite tree the structur~s of P 1 and P
2

may be studied. In

this talk some of the arguments which may be carried out using the

tree were presented ..

E.Salomon:

Structure-preserving subgroups and Schunck classes of finite groups

We introduce two subgroup functors for arbitrary fi~ite groups which

in soluble groups coincide with the functom.assigning to a group its

subgroups D1 (G) = {H I S~T~G, T/S semisimple => (TI\~)S ~ T } resp.

D2 (G)'= {HI S~T~~G, T/S semisimple => (T"H)S ~ T }. We show" various

inheritage properties of these functors. Then we introduce Di-primi

tive groups, which are special cases of the ordinary primitive groups

and have properties resembling those of soluble primitive groups.

This is used to define Di-Schunck classes. (A c~ass ~. is a Di~Schunck

class iff: (i) ~ is closed under epimorphisms; (ii) ~f ·G/Ne.~

for all Di -primitive" factor groupsG/N of G, then G€~.) Also Di -~

projectors are introduced, and these gene rally differ from usual 'pro

jectors of the same classes. We show the' Theorem.' ~ is a Di.Schunck

class iff ~n every finite kroup there e~ist Di~~-prdjectors.

P.Schmid:

Free elementary p-groups and the inverse problem of Galois theory

Let p be a prime. For any group F define' inductively A1'CF) = F . and

A. +1 (F) = [I... (F), F] · A. (F)P. One can associate· to this (descending)
1 1 l

p-~entral series a graded Lie algebra over F p . If F is the free

g r 0 U P of rank d,' P ( c , cl) = F/ Ac +1 (F) isthe fr e e eIe me n tary p - g r 0 up

of rank d"and class'c. In fact," P = P(~,d). has centre A~(P) and
'cfor any" xE..P - A2 (P), o(x)=p and Cp·(x) = <AC(P),X>. The (module)

structure of AC(P) can be described quite explicitly (in terms of

P/A2 (P), by virtue of results by Skop~n, Lazard, and Bryant-Kovics.

A corresponding statement made by H.Koch is false (for p=2). This is

troublesome in that the work of ~afarevi~ (and I~hanov) on the in

verse problem of Galois' theory relies on such arguments. So at the
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moment it seems to be not clear whether the theorem of ~afarevic is

valid for solvable groups of even"order.

R.Schmidt:

Lattice theoretical characterizations of classes of infinite soluble

and locally nilpotent groups

We present a number of lattice theoretical characterizations of

classes cf infinite groups. For example, we discuss the following

Theorem. The group G is polycyclic if and only if there exists ~ ~

chain 1 = MO ~ M1 ~ .. · ~ Mn = G of subgroups Mi of G such that Mi lS

permodular in G.and [M i +1 /M i J is distributive and satisfies the maxi

mal condi tion far all i = 0, •• , n-1 . Here, a subgroup M of a group G

is called permodular in· G if it is modular in G (that is if

(UuM)/'\V=Uu(M"V) for all U,V~G such that U~V and (UuM)"V=

= Mv (U "V) far all U, V ~ G such that M ~ V) and satisfies tha t for

all ge..G and <M,g> ~ y~ M the firiiteness of [<M,g>/Y]' implies the

finiteness of I<M,g> : YI. (Note that by results of Zacher this is a

lattice property.) Similar'characterizations were given for the

classes of hyperabelian, finitely generated soluble, torsionfree nil

potent, and locally nilpotent non-periodic groups.

R.Stöhr:

Gruppentheoretische Interpretation von höheren Homologiegruppen

Wir betrachten die ganzzahligen Homologiegruppen HnG (n~1) einer

abstrakten Gruppe G ·und fragen nach einer rein gruppentheoretischen

Beschreibu~g dieser homologischen Invariante~. Für n=1 ist die Ant

wort einfach: H1(G) ist die abelsch gemachte Gruppe G. Gruppent~

retische Interpretationen der 2. Homologiegruppe werden durch die

Hopfsche Formel (H.Hopf, 1941/42) und den Schursehen Multiplikator

(I. Schur, 1904) geliefert. In letzter Zeit wurden nun von mehr~ren

Autoren unabhängig voneinander verschiedene Interpretationen der HnG

für hahere Dimensionen angegeben (B.Co~rad, 1985; A.Rodicio, 1986;

R.Brown und G.Ellis, 1987; sowie vom Verf., 1987). Das Ergebnis des

Verf. ist (wie übrigens auch die Resultate von Rodicio und Brown/

Ellis) eine Verallgemeinerung der Hopfschen Formel, d.h. HnG wird,

ausgehend von einer freien Präsentation von"G, als Subquotient einer

freien Gruppe dargestellt.
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A.Turull:

Groups of automorphisms and centralizers

Let G be a finite solvable group and A a group of automorphisms of G

such that (IAI,IG!) =1 .. We denote by h(G) the Fitting height of G

and by l(A) the length of the'longest chain of subgroups cf A.. Then

under certain additional hypotheses, it i8 known that h(G) ~ 2 .. l(A) +
+ h(~G(A» and that, when CG(A) = 1, h(G) ~ l(A), both results be

ing best possible. I attempted tü explain the difference in coeffi

cient in the two re~ults (frorn 2.to 1) by presenting some -results

wh i ~h general i ~ e the CG(A) = 1 c~sein t 0 the CG(A) f 1 cas 'e bu t

keeping the coeff~cient 1. The key is that although examples with

h(G) = 2.~(A) + h(CG(A)~ exist for all solvable A and all h(CG(A» >

> 0, . they necess~rily involve large CG(A).. When h (CG(A» = 0 then

CG(A) is n~cessarily small, but this does not happen for any other

value of h(CG(A». We sho~, for example, that for CG(A) small com

pared to A, h(G)/l(A) is at most 1, + E.

R.W.van der Waall:

A characterization of the' groups 7l/271 and 8
3

We give a proof of the following Theorem. Let A 'be the set of all

those finite groups G, in which elements of equal order are conju-

gate. Then _A = {{ 1} , C2 , 53} . The proof uses the classification cf

the finite simple groups. (Ther~ are earlier proofs known: Fitz

patrick ±1984, not completei later restored.)

J.S.Wilson:

4It Prcducts cf infinite soluble groups

Let G = HK, where H,K are minimax groups and G is soluble: then G

too is a minimax group. The proof cf this result was discussed brief

1y and some related results were described~

G.Zacher:

Complete lattice homomorphisms in non-periodic groups

Given a group G and a complete lattice ~, a mapping a of the sub

group lattice ~(G) of G into ~ i8 called a complete lattice-homomor

phism if für every subset r of ~(G) we have
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and

If (*) holds for finite subsets ~ we speak of a lattice-homomor

phism. A lattice-isomorphism 0 cf a group G onto a group TI is called

index~preserving if for every H ~ K ~ G wi th IK: HI < co we have

IK:HI = !Ko:Hol. We give some general conditions on a non-periodic

group TI such that: (~) every non-trivial complete lattice-homomor-

phism 0 of G in a complete lattice :r. is necessarily injective;

(2) every complete lattice-epimorphism of a group G onto TI is"neces

sarily an index-preserving lattice-isomorphisrn. As a corollary'we •

get: Let G f 1 be locally a non-periodic group wi th an ascending

normal series whose factors are either locally finite or abelian"and

1 f H ~ G. Then the map defined by X t---+- X 1\ H is a la ttice-epimor

phism (of G onto H) ifr G is locally cyclic. (joint. work with S.

Stonehewer) .

Berichterstatter: F.Leinen

•
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